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Joomla! 2.5 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Joomla is one of the most popular open-source content management systems, actively

	developed and supported by a world wide user community. It's a free, fun, and feature-rich

	tool for anyone who wants to create dynamic, interactive websites. Even beginners can

	deploy Joomla to build professional websites, although it can be...
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jQuery Mobile Web Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	On August 11, 2010, nearly two years ago, John Resig (creator of jQuery) announced

	the jQuery Mobile project. While focused on the UI framework, it was also a

	recognition of jQuery itself as a tool for mobile sites and that work would be done

	to the core framework itself, to make it work better on devices. Release after release,...
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OpenNebula 3 Cloud ComputingPackt Publishing, 2012

	OpenNebula is one of the most advanced and highly-scalable open source cloud computing toolkits. If you ever wanted to understand what Cloud Computing is and how to realize it, or if you need a handy way to manage your messy infrastructure in a simple and coherent manner, this is your way.


	OpenNebula 3 Cloud Computing guides you...
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Alfresco SharePackt Publishing, 2012


	For a while now, we have been hearing a lot about collaboration in Enterprise space.

	We speak day in and day out to our customers who have recognized the need to

	have a tool for use within their organization for better and efficient collaboration. We

	talk to customers who have done implementations of proprietary software, and have...
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Inkscape Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Learning to use Inkscape, an exciting open-source vector graphics program, broadens your software toolkit as a graphic designer. Using practical, real-world examples, you'll learn everything about the software and its capabilities so you'll be able to design anything from logos to websites.


	Inkscape Beginner's Guide is...
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OpenSceneGraph 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	During the last 12 years, OpenSceneGraph, which is one of the best 3D graphics programming interfaces in the world, has grown up so rapidly that it has already become the industry's leading open source scene graph technology. The latest distribution, OpenSceneGraph 3.0, now runs on all Microsoft Windows platforms, Apple Mac OS X, iOS...
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Drupal 7 Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	This book is a hands-on, example-driven guide to programming Drupal websites. Discover a number of new features for Drupal 7 through practical and interesting examples while building a fully functional recipe sharing website. Learn about web content management, multi-media integration, and new features for developers in Drupal 7.

	...
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jQuery for Designers: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Thank you for reading jQuery for Designers. This book is intended for designers who have

	a basic understanding of HTML and CSS, but want to advance their skill set by learning

	some basic JavaScript. Even if you've never attempted to write JavaScript before, this book

	will step you through the process of setting up some basic...
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Apache Tomcat 7 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book will help you resolve these issues and boost your confidence in handling Apache Tomcat 7 administration using the tips, tricks, and best practices used by various industry experts to maintain their middleware infrastructure. The best thing that the author did while designing the content is a practical solution, with a detailed...
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Construct Game Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to Construct Game Development Beginner's Guide. In this book, you will be

	learning to use the free and open source software Construct Classic to make your own

	video games from scratch.





	Construct Classic is a DirectX 9-based game creation environment for Windows, designed for

	making 2D games. Construct...
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Drupal 7 Mobile Web Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	It's not an overstatement to say that handhelds have changed the world. What was, just 10

	years ago, simply a phone is now the center of your online life and, for many users, their

	primary Internet device. The power of the smart phone is shaking up the world from Main

	Street and Wall Street to Pennsylvania Avenue and Downing...
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web2py Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	we2py is a framework for rapid development of secure database-driven Internet

	applications. It is written in and is programmable in Python. It comprises libraries,

	applications, and reusable examples.





	Created in 2007,web2py has grown, evolved, and improved tremendously, thanks to

	the work of many developers who have...
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